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As you may have heard we announced that the 6th Annual Motormorphosis Conference will be held

LIVE and in-person in Herndon, Virginia. Motormorphosis is the flagship conference on spelling and

typing as communication and will present the latest information in communication, motor, research,

and advocacy. Presenters are spellers, families, speakers, researchers, practitioners, and as we approach

this exciting world moving weekend, we want to share more information about why this will be a can't

miss conference and event! 

Our opening Keynote Speaker, Eric Garcia, is an autistic advocate, author of We're Not Broken, and

Senior Washington Correspondent for The Independent and a MSNBC columnist. The excitement

surrounding his presentation is already swelling and we can't wait to hear what he has to say.

Sunday's Keynote Speaker is Hari Srinivasan, a star within the Spellerverse, who shares insights

gathered through his personal experience of autism and discusses his research in the context of life

outcomes for students and youth with disabilities.  

Learn more about Hari. 

MOTORMORPHOSIS IS CALLING
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NOW THAT I CAN
COMMUNICATE

Have the ability

to communicate

my hopes and

dreams. "

~Ben



“My number one tip for letterboard

etiquette is to not talk while a speller

is spelling out their answer to your

question. Think of it as talking over

someone trying to tell you

something. Let the speller finish

working on their answer.” 

I-ASC THE EXPERTS -
LETTERBOARD ETIQUETTE

 
Another monthly installment of our blog feature called, “I-ASC (I Ask) the

Experts." Our goal is to turn over some of the most frequently asked

questions or issues to the true subject matter experts – the spellers!
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“There are many tips that can help

spellers reach fluency much sooner than

later. It is best to keep the board as

steady as possible with every session.

Remember to respect the process,

rushing to open only hinders our special

bond we are hoping to form. Stick with

the plan and always come regulated with

a clear mind.” 

“The most important thing is personal

space when watching a speller. In one

example of what not to do, l once had

someone I’d just met lean on me as I was

trying to spell with my mom. There were

plenty of seats, so no reason to sit right on

top of me. And then she yelled at me when I

became too dysregulated to reply. She’s

lucky I couldn’t control my mouth or my

finger, because what I was thinking is not

most polite. I eventually forgave her, but

would never again want to spell in her

presence.”

~Anshil Kumar, Florida

~Sofi, Seattle

~Samantha, New Jersey

I can advocate

for others like

me.

~Ameila 

NOW THAT I CAN
COMMUNICATE



By: Staci Warren, PIT

I fear nothing,

the world is at

my fingertips.

~Anshil 

MAKING FRIENDSHIPS IN THE
SPELLERVERSE!
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Many professionals assumed to be “experts” on autism, believe that there

is a lack of desire or motivation for autistic people to be SOCIAL and

connect with others. There are myths that autistic people are unwilling to

form meaningful RELATIONSHIPS and lack the ability to feel emotions such

as EMPATHY, love, and JEALOUSY. Also, there is myth that autistic people

don’t have a sense of humor or understand how to tell a joke. This lesson is

going to not only DEBUNK these myths, but also provide some tips and

resources for how to make friendships and develop social relationships in

the “SPELLERVERSE”. The “Spellerverse” describes our community of

spellers, or individuals from the non-speaking, minimally, and unreliably

speaking who use spelling and/or typing as a means of communication.

You will also hear from a few real experts who are speller ADVOCATES, who

share about their own experiences in developing friendships after they

were able to gain COMMUNICATION with spelling to communicate. No

matter where you are in your journey with spelling to communicate,

making friendships is a possibility!

Sometimes making friendships can be difficult for autistic people due to

APRAXIA. Apraxia is best described as having a brain body disconnect,

making it difficult to execute PURPOSEFUL movements with the body. The

PREVELANCE of apraxia and sensory motor differences among autistic

people is underestimated. Further, studies on apraxia tend to focus more

on apraxia of speech than apraxia of the whole body and both can impact

SOCIALIZATION. In apraxia of speech, the person has trouble moving the

mouth ARTICULATORS to produce sounds of speech verbally and/or

consistently and reliably. But as we know, this does not mean the person

does not have awesome, insightful things to say! Another example of how

apraxia can impact making friendships is the person’s body struggles to

stay engaged in a group doing an activity or purposely INTERACT with

others. People who do not understand apraxia and sensory-motor

differences in autistic people may assume...

NOW THAT I CAN
COMMUNICATE
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Thank you for supporting or attending the I-ASC Spring into Spelling

Benefit. WOW! What a night! It means the world to us that you would

give your time and resources to support our mission of advancing

communication access for nonspeaking individuals globally through

training, education, advocacy, and research. 

We are so GRATEFUL for your sponsorship, donations, kindness, and

participation in our live event. We far exceeded our goals (still

tabulating), but your generosity is no surprise to us as the nonspeaking

community is truly one of love, compassion, and selflessness.  

Your contributions help us ensure access to effective communication for

everyone! Thanks to your contributions, we will be launching the Speller

Access Fund for families in financial need. We are also working toward

creating an affordable Communication Regulation Partner training.

Lastly, we will continue to bring you the high-quality, FREE content,

webinars, and events you expect from I-ASC.

It doesn’t get much better than spending a Thursday night with your

favorite people! Thank you to all who bid, cheered, and brought your

sense of humor to our live event. A big cheer goes out to Ben Farrel,

auctioneer extraordinaire. 

Join us in congratulating this year’s Board Blazer award winner, Elizabeth

Bonker! Recognized as an exceptional role model, leader, and advocate in

the non, minimally and unreliably speaking community, otherwise

known as a Board Blazer. 

Our Community Partner award winner was NeuroClastic! We applaud

their leadership, and celebrate them as allies and advocates that work on

behalf of the nonspeaking community to further the practices of access,

agency, and autonomy. 

YOU ARE WHAT MAKES THE
SPELLERVERSE TURN!

Spring into Spelling
The I-ASC Benefit for Communication Access 

We are filled with gratitude...

I can connect

with friends."

~Sophia

NOW THAT I CAN
COMMUNICATE
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MOTORMORPHOSIS 2022
I-ASC invites you to

What makes learning even more fun? Hanging out with old

friends and making new ones.  We invite you to join us for a

weekend of social gatherings!!!

 
Friday Night 
Speller Party! It is finally happening... Live Neurolyrical Cafe

with Brian Laidlaw. We will hang out, jam, party, and gather

with the Neurolryical Cafe crew. Following the cafe, hang out

and dance to the tunes of Boards & Chords.  Don’t miss out on

this evening of fun. 

 

Saturday Night 
Practitioners let's get to know each other better as we mix

and mingle at the S2C Practitioner and PIT Happy Hour! We

will gather, socialize and share our stories. 

 

Sunday Morning 
Coffee and Networking Hour! Parents' this is all about you.

Meet the parents you know online in person and add to your

network of extraordinary parents! Whether your new to the

Spellerverse or a seasoned parent, we are better together.

Feel the power of this amazing community!   

I can write yo

mama jokes"

~Siddarth 

NOW THAT I CAN
COMMUNICATE
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Introducing NLC Members 

I can change the

world's

perspective that

nonspeaking

doesn't mean

nonthinking and

my family can get

to know me on a

deeper level.

~William 

I-ASC is pleased to announce the new and returning members of

the Nonspeaking Leadership Council.

The Nonspeaking Leadership Committee (NLC) is a group of up to

10 nonspeaking individuals nominated by peers within the

spellerverse, whose responsibility is to inform, critic, support and

guide I-ASC. To direct the activities of I-ASC to align with the

interests and needs of the nonspeaking spelling community. Stay

attuned and aware of the needs of nonspeakers within the

nonspeaking community. Give critical feedback to I-ASC board of

directors and I-ASC Leadership Cadre about organizational

activities. 

"No one has taught me more than nonspeaking
people. Your lived experience, tenacity, altruism,
and truth-telling mixed with kindness, inform the
work of I-ASC. I am honored and eager for the
opportunity to learn from these ten luminaries."

~Elizabeth Vosseller, I-ASC Executive Director

NOW THAT I CAN
COMMUNICATE

Joining us this year is Ethan Nagy, Danny Whitty,
Noah Seaback, Tejas Rao Sankar, Gregory Tino, and
Lisa Vallado.

Returning members of the Nonspeaking Leadership
Council include Divyesh Jain, Ian Nordling, Anna
Napolitano, and Ben McGann.


